Nothing on earth comes close ...

LAS

the

the ultimate trike !!

Write for a colour brochure.
Dealerships available.

Ultralight Flying Machines
Sunbury Airfield, Melbourne, 3429, Australia.
(03) 439-6083, FAX (03) 431-1869

MID NORTH COAST GLIDERS
R.M . B. Hannam Vale Road, Lorne 2439
Phone (065) 56 9692
HANG GLIDING LESSONS AND EQUIPMENT

"LEARN CROSS COUNTRY"
The Easy Way
Lee Scott will be conducting a cross country course for Novice, Intermediate and Advanced pilots at
'Parkes' NSW
The Flatlands would have to be the easiest place in the World and Australia to achieve those first
cross country flights due to its large landing fields and the ability to fly downwind in all directions.
The course will include: daily instruction, tows by winch, retrievals. Numbers will be limited to 20
pilots. You need to have:

1.
2.
3.

Tow bridle (can be supplied)
Vario &Altimeter
CBt AM or UHF 40 channel radios

No previous tow experience necessary. Instruction included
The estimated cost will be between $15 to $20 per day depending on numbers. So don't miss out to
achieve those first X-Country flights, we have a large 2km x 2km paddock, plenty of room.

Dates 11 th, 12th, 13th, 14th January 1990. Prior to Flatlands compo
Contact Lee Scott (065) 569692 all hours for additional information
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CLUBS

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a service to members. For non-members living
in Australia the subscription is Aus. $48 pa.
Overseas magazine subscription is Aus. $65
(sent SAL). Cheques should be made payable
to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable
although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published and all contributions should be
accompanied by the contributor's name, address and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented in
Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

S

DEADLINE
15th of the month for contributions, market
place, etc.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

HGFA ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:
HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
SPORTS HOUSE
508/161 GLOUCESTER STREET
SYDNEY 2000
Tel (02) 251 2704
PRESIDENT
Phil Mathewson
Ph (02) 5608773 AH

ADMINISTRATOR
Steve Hocking
(02) 2512704 BH

SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions
should be sent to:
Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Ph (066) 281991 BH & AH
Fax: (066) 281988

STATE ASSOCIATIONS
For information about ratings,
sites and other local matters,
contact the appropriate state
association or club.
NSWHGA Inc (address for HGFA)
Sec. Ben Leonard (02) 6218819 H
ACTHGA
PO Box 496
Manuka 2603
Sec. Anthony Gerrard
(062) 822464 H

QHGAInc
PO Box 1319
Springwood 4127
Pres. Dave Marsh
(07) 8242508 or
Pager (07) 8348858

VicHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Hanna
(03) 5985835 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(08) 2130600

TnsHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H

Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for
the best black and white
cover photo sent in
All photos will be sent back if
requested. Please supply a
stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.

CREDITS
Cartoons
Julius Makk & Rob
Typsetting &
Layout
Marie Jeffery
Printers

Quality Plus,
8allina

COVER PHOTO
Grant, a WA pilot flying at
Frenchmans Bay, SW corner
of WA with Isthmus Hill in
the background

Nobby Area Sky
SnUlng Club (Bris.)
Pres. Hank Van
Raalte
(075) 463021
Sec. Rolf Damm
(07) 3561546

Mid North Coast HG
Assoc(NSW)
Lee Scott

(065) 569692
Joe Scott

(065) 650042

Calrns Hang Gilding
Club (Old)
NevAkers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 53TI68 H

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Tony Dennis
(060) 561654

Illawarra Hang
Gilding Club Inc
Meetings: Shellharbour pub 1st Wed. of
month. Contact Harry
DOCking (042)
967796 H or (042)
564388W

Capricorn Skyrlders
Club
Marcus Cooper
Rockhampton
(079) 274366 W
Shane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769

StDnweli Park Club
Pres. Tony Armstrong
(042) 942584

Byron Bay Skysurlers
Pres. Greg Wilson
(066) 280356
Sec. Ian Hird
(066) 847328

Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 1290
Gladstonce 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
(079) 724278
Sec. Sarah Clarke

Central Const HG
Club (NSW)
Gary Morphett
(043) 846556

Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Rowan Watkins
(02) 4282045

Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Steve Johnson
(071) 941867

Newcastle HG Club
Pres. Chris Brandon
(049) 499072
Sec. Simon Plint
(049) 485401

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pres. Joe Ippolito
(064) 576112

CONTENTS
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A Last Wish
by Glenn Connor
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How to Land a Hang Glider
by Ian Jarman
21
Which Harness?
by Rick Duncan
23
The Gillies Comp, NO
24
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SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Dales Rd, Palmwoods 4555
Ph. (071) 459185
UPRIGHT TUBING - STRONG
Length makes two uprights - $27
Ship 1 - 3 lengths Aust. wide - $16
Packing Vic & W A - $5
INSTRUMENTS
PRICES

Editor's Corner
First a quick explanation as to why your October
Skysailor was quite late. The address labels are
printed in Sydney from HGFA's data base each
month. Unfortunately there has been some
problems with their computer and printer in the last
month, and I wasn't able to get the labels until
Thursday, 26th October. Thanks to my helpers,
we were able to get 1500 issues in the post the next
morning. I know its hard to take when you keep
checking the letterbox for your magazine and it
doesn't arrive, but please remember, computers
can and do hold us to ransom at times and we can
only do our best.
My thanks to all those people sending in photos
and articles - keep them coming! Keep in mind
some clear and interesting shots for the front
cover. Its great to see the effort some of you are
going to. Julis and Rob have sent in some great
cartoons which you will be seeing in future
Skysailors.
Thanks also to those of you sending words of
encouragement - its keeps me going! I hope you
will enjoy this month's contents; there is quite a
bit of reading for you while waiting for the thermals
to start on your favourite site.
The flying season has started with competitions at
the Gillies, Eungella and Coopla. You will read
about Eungella and Coopla in the next couple of
issues.
I'm off to see what the wind is doing. See you at
the NSW titles.
Marie J
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AFFORDABLE

The State of the Art Instrument PackSJOSTROM Didital Vario/Altimeter $749
Wrist ALTIMETERS from $45 to $188
VARIO - The HUMMINGBIRD VE-12 Miniature
The PROVEN PERFORMER at an Affordable
Price - thousands in use with approx. 99%
Reliability - Zero set, Sink Alann Trip Point
and Sensitivity all adjustable externally.
12 Months Warranty. $298
Quick clamp Mounting Kit $25
PARACHUTES, POD HARNESSES, A.S.Ls
Bolle Sunglasses
Hand Fairings, Carabiners
Hang Loops, Tow Bridles

GIVE Your Old Glider a New Edge with a
SUNCOAST RACE KIT
25mm Profile Speed Bar, 3mm wall, wire
thru to ferruled bolt holes - $75
25mm profile Uprights with "Safe-Edge"
rubber rear (fittings available) - $80
22mm profile King Post with fittings - $75
These foils represent a Drag Reduction of
approx 20% over the normal 28mm foils.
TRAILING EDGE Reinforcement Jobs
Kevlar Tape plus Dacron (Warp strong) or
Mylar Scrim from $325
Speed wires & plastic coated wires available

SUNCOAST HANG GLIDERS
Dales Road, Palmwoods, 4555
(071) 459185
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Dear Marie
This is a reminder to everyone that the
1989/90 Cross Country League is in
progress. It is open to all pilots. Flights
may be open distance, out and return,
triangle or nominated goal. Send $5 to
enter and receive the rules.
Chris McDonald
22 Crown St
Belmont NSW 2280
Dear Editor
We have formed the Gladstone Hang
Gliding Club, address PO Box 1290,
Gladstone 4680. President: Pat Purcell, phone (079) 72428, Secretary:
Sarah Clarke.
We have 10 flying members and some
non-flying members, both of which will
increase in the future.
Pat Purcell
Dear Marie
First congratulations on your first
Skysailor - a very professional job. May
there be many more like it!

I
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not supported by the facts. I'll eat my
helmet if any trike has done more than
100% of its total hours engine-off!!
Trikes are much more like your average
light aircraft - 99% offlying is done under
power, as the sink rate of a trike
precludes their use as a practical glider
in normal conditions. I would guess
that aero-towing, gliding flight and training combined, account for far less than
half of trike hours flown.
Then there is the argument that trikes
"look like" hang gliders. So what?
Motorbikes look much more like
bicycles than cars - the only think they
share with cars is that they are
motorjsed. Yet, motorbikes are administered in a similar way to cars,
despite their close reiationship with
bicycles in their steering, braking and
riding position.
Anyway this whole absurd idea is based
on the presumption that hang gliders
will always be delta-winged and weight
shift controlied, and I hope no-one in

our sport is so ,narrow minded as to
believe that. There is no reason that a
future hang glider design could not
have an aircraft-type tail plane and/or
rudder or even (is this blasphemy?)
aerodynamic controls. These have all
been done in the past I In fact, I'd be
surprised if this didn't happen before I
hang up my helmet. If it did, would
HGFA then have to administer all
ultralights, because they "looked like" a
type of hang glider'?
Note that ANO 95.8 defines a hang
glider as being a "glider having an
empty weight not exceeding 70kg".
It doesn't have to be weight shift controlled.
It doesn't have to have a delta wing.
it doesn't have to have a flexible wing.
It doesn't have to have only one wing.
It doesn ' t even have to be foot
launched!
No doubt some complaints regarding
ultralights (and trikes) are received by
hang gliding clubs. I think that its easier
to explain that its an AUF concern, because the machine has an engine, than
to accept responsibility for a trike, and
then try to explain why we ' re not
responsible for another ultralight, on the
basis of its wing shape or control system. Especially so when the powered
machines are flown in a similar area, off
the same strip and even by members of
the same club.
Safe soaring
Dave Julian 14084

In reply to Martin Yeoman's letter. I
must agree with Glenn Wilson's views
on trikes and the HGFA but before I go
on I'd like to say that I have some trike
hours logged, tandem and solo, and
have been aero-towed, and enjoyed it and I'm enthusiastic about trike flying.
However, I don't think it should be the
HGFA's responsibility to administer any
ultralight aircraft.
Martyn make an analogy between glider
tow-planes and trikes, which could be
valid if trikes are used only for aerotowing. This is not the case, and is not
likely to be, and anyway tug pilots and
their aircraft are not wholly controlled by
the GFA.
Other people have suggested that trikes
are like motorised gliders - again this is

The Rockies taken from Telluride - photo by Ken Hill
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THE 1990 CORRYONG CUP
The organisers of the 1990 Corryong
Cup will hopefully offer a $1000 reward
to the first ten pilots in the hunt for the
coveted Corryong Cup.

caravan parks, three camping grounds,
motels, guesthouses and hostels to
support any number of tastes and
populations of supportive kin folk. As
alternatives to flying the area offers:
windsurfing, trout fishing, canoeing,
whitewater rafting, air-beding, horse
riding, golf, tennis, squash, 4WD or
bushwalking the splendour of the
mountains and Dorothy MacKellar.

Watch Skysailor for more details
P.S. The famous Mt Elliott take off now
has a mound ramp.

As the sites are somewhat demanding
it is, of necessity, an intermediate and
advanced pilot competition.

18 - 25 November with 26 November as
an emergency day

Last year we had an informal gathering
of Americans, Germans Italians,
Swedes, Poms, Aussies and offspring,
leading to an interesting yet mellow
competition where all pilots assisted in
the running of the competition allowing
the meet-head to get a flight. It is hoped
that an even more technicolour, cosmopolitan crew will attend the next Cup
so we can have an even better time.

Contact Ian Hird (066) 847328

This year the Corryong Cup will again
be run by the lIIawarra Hang Gliding
Club (formerly the South Coast H.G.C.).
Entry fee this year will be $30 due to
increasing cost of the presentation
night, consisting of a FREE Smorgasbord and drinks for two or family. Any
enquiries should be directed to the club
secretary, Debbie Nathaniel on (042)
971923 or Kel Smith in Corryong on
(060) 769473 or Harry Docking on (042)
961196.

The competition will be held over the
19th, 20th and 21st of January 1990,
with the 18th and 22nd being f1y-in/lay
days with fun tasks set and fun prizes
offered. We will have a variety of classes In the competition and present up
to fifteen trophies plus dinner for two
vouchers offered by the Upper Murray
Tourist Association, so that pilots will all
have the opportunity of competing
against their peers and possibly defeating them I.e. Open, Sporting, Ladies,
Glider vintage and Best Team, etc. etc.

71

Please come as this is the best competition for flying without pressure and
value for your money.

STAY SAFE, BUT STAY UP!
Harry

1989 KILLARNEY
CONVERGENCE III - NSW
STATE TITLES

THE BOGONG CUP/
VICTORIAN OPEN 89/90
DATES .. 28/12/89 to 6/1/90
Hosted by the North East Victorian
Hang Gliding Club Inc
Details: cost $70 (plus a bond of $20
paid at the first day of competition and
refunded at the completion of the
comp)
Location: The competition will be conducted in the Mt Buffalo area
HGHQ the Bogong Hotel Tawonga
Entries: Mail entries to the NEVHGC,
PO BOX 687 WODONGA 3690
Entries close 22/12/89 (late entries may
be excepted)
Note 60 pilots max.

Jeff Fauchier being set up for a keel launch on rails at St. Andre,
France. Jeff has been a paraplegic for 2 years.
Photo by Drew Cooper.

If you can stili remember leaping off
3,000 foot mountains to thermal to
9,000 feet over the grandeur of
Australia's High Country you were
probably at Corryong last year. If you
dream of this sort of flying you had
better come to Corryong this year!
The Cup is held in and around Corryong
Valley, and can harness a number of
take-offs to get you up there with the
eagles. For those of us with families
facing the 'endurance and wrath' to go
on yet another 'bloody, hot, dusty,
boring' hang gliding competition, become a considerate family-type pilot
and turn south-west of the divide, Corryong.
As well as the famous Bringenbrong
campsite on the Murray River, complete
with yabbies, trout, canoeing, swimming and shady willows, there are three
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More Comps ... continued from previous page
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SUMMER FLY-IN
MID NORTH COAST NEAR
TAREE
Dates: 26/12/89 to 2/1/90
This comp is for Novice to Advanced,
designed to gain airtime and skills.
Anyone welcome, for information on accommodation etc contact Lee Scott
(065) 569692

1990 FORBES FLATLANDS
15 January to 24 January 1990
Competition HQ - Hotel Vandenberg
(068) 522015
Entry fee $150 by 30th November 1989.
Late fee $20 thereafter (May be reduced
pending sponsorship discussions)
Pilots may telephone to register or enquire about accommodation, etc

SPONSOR'S PRIZES
1)Sjostrom instruments
- vario/digital altimeter

4) Parachutes Aust
- Altimeter
5)Moyes Gliders
- Skywatch electronic ASI
Contact Len Paton (068) 523934 DH
or
Jenny Ganderton (068) 537220 DH/AH

6TH HIMALAYAN HANG
GLIDING OPEN CHAMPIONSHIP
15th May to 24th May 1990
Organised by the Himachal Pradesh
Tourism Development Corporation
Limited (HP TDG) you can contact their
office Ritz Annexe, Shimla-171 001,
phone 3294, 8037 & 6071

1990 NATIONALS
27/1/90 to 3/2/90, with the 4th as an
extra day if required, to be held at
Corryong. 65 pilots plus 9 internationals only.
Contact Ian Jarman on (048) 834 022

LAWRENCE HARDGRAVES

2)Airborne Windsports
- Condor 28' backup parachute
- trike instruction course

30 December 1989 to 9 January 1990

3) Enterprise Wings
- $500 discount on new glider

Contact Tony Armstrong on (042)
942584.

Ed. note: The following article has
been reprinted from Cross Country. I
have heard on the grape-vine of an
alarming increase in the number of incidents with power lines. Fortunately,
so far none of these incidents have
been very serious. The fact remains
that each incident could easily have
been a ~ Think about it.
It was northerly and 8 of us were flying
La Muela (Spain). Towards the end of
the day we decided to have a goal task
to Humanes which basically means a
downwind glide over the back of La
Muela. The conditions were deteriorating fast so I peeled off the h,iII behind 3
other pilots who had left some 5 minutes
ahead of me.
In the distance, beside a railway crossing, I spotted 2 gliders landed and red
and pink flashes from what I assumed
was a fire nearby. As I got closer the
horror of the situation' became clear: a
pilot and glider were strewn over the
50,000 volt power cables some 25m off
the ground.
I landed immediately, quite close to the
cables. The pilot was hanging in his
harness on one side of the topmost
lines with the broken glider on the other.
The power was continuing to arc across
the cables through the glider and his
body, producing blue and pink flashes
at the contact points. It was an Image
from hell!
I got the power cut off at the nearby
substation but the fire brigade arrived
only after about an hour and a half (!)
with an extending ladder and cut him
down from the lines. He was
miraculously alive but in pretty bad
shape: with a very weak heart beat and
30% first degree body burns, mostly on
his back. He was in a pod harness,
meaning that the electricity arced
through the air, entered.his body via his
back and exited from his arms.
The glider was completely finished; the
cables had burnt clean through the sail,
battens and even the tubes.
There are 5 sets of powerlines with lots
of pylons in the area. It is likely that he
tried to pass over them but simply misjudged... He had enough experience
to have been able to assess the situation, however when there's an element
of competitiveness in the air, the level of
dared risk naturally goes up - and not
always without consequence.

Robin Hamilton
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HANG GLIDING & PARAGLIDING
THE EAGLE SCHOOL OF HANG GLIDING

and
ALPINE PARAGLIDING
OFFER
INSTRUCTION
Instructors are HGFA qualified and insured.
Extensively experienced in European and
Australian flying conditions.
Instruction all year round.

ACCOMMODATION
Top bungalow accommodation with great
meals, set on the beautiful Ovens River.

COURSES - PARAGLIDING and
HANG GLIDING
2 Day Introduction
HGFA Student/Novice/Recreational
Advanced thermalling and XC
Coastal conversions
Inland conversions

EQUIPMENT
Excellent training equipment combined with
radio controlled instruction techniques.

For details and brochures contact:

ALPINE PARAGLIDING
PO Box 3
Bright
3741
057 - 551753
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EAGLE SCHOOL OF HANG GLIDING
PO Box 170
Porepunkah
3740
057 - 551724

On a Really High Day
By the Pilots Heinz Gloor, Stuart Andrews & Barry Dennis
ot long after the establishment of
Nthe
Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding
Club some of the principle members,
instructors with Para Aplina Thredbo,
were discussing the possibilities of extended Para Flights off the peaks forming the main range of the Snowy
Mountains .
Combining their
knowledge of these mountains and
using the aid of topographical maps,
Barry, Stuart and Heinz decided to fly
from Mt Townsend (Australia's second
highest peak) down to the Geehi Airstrip
beside the Swampy Plain River.
The ideal conditions for such a flight
usually occur during late winter when
the high altitude air is stable over possible thermal bearing warm air at lower
altitudes. Airman XC11 Standard
School Canopies were chosen instead
of high performance types because of
their all round performance capabilities
and the familiarity the team members
had with this glider.
After months of staring into the early
evening sky over Thredbo, of studies
consultation of meteorological maps
and cloud charts the long awaited day
arrived. At 6.30 am Thursday 7th Septemberthe three pilots and their support
crew of Errol Hanlon, Tony Weaver and

Take-off, Mt Townsend
Leif Hansen gathered for a flight briefing
at the bottom of Crackenback Chairlift,
double checked the flight equipment
and emergency supplies and hopped
onto the lift. At 8.30 am they departed
on skis from the top of the chairlift and
were towed at high speed by skidoo to

Starting the climb to Mt Townsend

the base of Mt Townsend. By 9.30 am
they had climbed to the 2,209 metre
summit to be greeted by spectacular
views over the Sentinal and Watson's
Craggs - and a 14 knot backwindll
The unexpected brought the expected
colourful language and a quick comparison with the 4 knot backwind ski
take off' s experienced at Thredbo
forced the Team to move across the
saddle to Abbott's Peak (2,159 metre).
Abbott's provided an ideal take-off site
- a flat layout area which dropped to a
sharp fall-away slope. Perfect for the
easterly wind and only a few strong
steps would be needed for the gliders
to become airborne. One by one,
Heinz, Stuart and Barry established
their canopies, took a deep breath, and
stepped off into 2,000 metres of air,
flying first to the east and then banking
0
180 away from the mountain toward
the west and the destination, 1,759
metres below.
As the snow covered contours dropped
away the first altitude checkpoint above
Moiras Flat was passed, a required
1,850 metres was covered by 100
metres making the fore coming Ridge
970 an easy flyover. The flight plan ran
parallel with Hannels Spur passing over
the headwaters of Kosciusko Creek.
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Poems of flight
Suspended high above the splendour
of heaven, tranquility and erasable
memories are forever with us. For it
is within this world that we as pilots
of the wind are adrift and with us
we hold and open the keys to freedom ...

Contemplating what was once thought
as being none other than a dream
Hang gliding is now reality. Within its every
respect the exhilaration of it all
can arouse in the individual who at times
dreamt of sailing the vast emptiness
skies the feeling of freedom.

Realizing its role in life and what
vital meaning it holds for us. The
graceful style of what we simply
see as being the wind can never,
ever be misinterpreted by those
who's only desire is to soar the
infinite blue heavens.

Approach to Geehi Airstrip
Thee ground cover below was changIng from snowy slopes and gullies to
shrubs and bushes up to 2 and 3 metres
high then over the alpine forest of giant
trees up to 30 metres high - any sudden
loss of height and emergency landing
would mean a two day walk out.

ft) above and 8.5 km
away in the dis.
tance; the highest Carlos 0 Sullgen
vertical descent by 3
witnessed by some picnickers, a few
paragliders in Australia. An exciting feat
kangaroos and an eagle.

Cruising over Ridge 97, Barry, pilot of
the last canopy, was joined by a curious
wedge tail eagle which 'appeared from
nowhere' to inspect the colourful
'MANBIRO'. The mountain slope fell
sharply away towards the wild water
below, and to the south west, the
remains of the Geehi township (the alternative landing point and once a
major high country cattle area). Heavily
timbered slopes fell down into the
Swampy Plain River ending in sheer
rock walls and water rushing past huge
bus-sized boulders. As the valley
opened towards the Geehi airstrip, a
few small thermals helped the gliders fly
In over the road to land ,on the lush
green airstrip.
Each pilot landed with exuberant yells
and amazement as they looked back up
to the takeoff point, 1759 metres (5690
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Success with Mt Townsend in background

STATE & CLUB NEWS

.~.~
NEW SOUTH WALES

The current executive would welcome a
NSW.HGA team from a regional centre.

Western Suburbs
The inaugural meeting of the Western
Suburbs Hang Gliding Club was held on
26th September. Nineteen people attended the meeting and an initial committee was nominated.
Garry Carr
(02) 6444249 H
Craig Docherty (047) 394213 H
Manual Sanchez (02) 5696776 H
Unfortunately the invitation in Skysailor
didn't give much notice for the first
meeting so the committee will not be
finalised until the October Meeting.
The night was a great success with
videos, talks and socialising. Thanks to
Scott Berry for the videos.
The club will meet on the 4th Tuesday
of every month at 7.00 pm at St
Michael's School Hall, Reservoir Road,
Blacktown. The hall is at the south-east
corner of the school, beside the ovals.

** Please Note!**
NSW.HGA Annual General
Meeting
NSW.HGAwill hold itsAGM on Wednesday 6th December at 7.00 pm Sports
House, 161 Gloucester St, Sydney
As NSW.HGA's two 'workh.orses' this
year (Ben Leonard and Denis Clancy)
may not be in Sydney for all or part of
next year (Ben - new job; Denis, OS
trip) we need some new blood to keep
the momentum and NSW.HGA activity
going. You don't need to be a gun pilot.
Ben and Denis are both weekend
recreational pilots, one intermediate,
one novice. All you need is the interests
of hang gliding at heart and to attend a
meeting a month. It's not hard work but
it's essential to keep NSW.HGA alive
and active.
NSW.HGA's future really is up to YOUI
Written nominations for positions are
required by 22nd November with the
signature of the nominee, a proposer
and a seconder.
NSW.HGA IS NOT BASED IN
SYDNEY.

NSW.HGA positions are President, Vice
President, Secretary, Treasurer, Safety
Coordinator and Competition Director.
There will be nibbles and liquid refreshments on the night and w~ plan to have
some hang gliding videos after the formal part of the evening.
The committee would like as many
people to come as possible. NSW.HGA
is your association!! Proxy forms are
available for people who can't attend.
See you there
NSW.HGA Committee

NSW.HGA
News from the NSW.HGA committee
meeting 4th October
Byron Bay Hang Gliding Club has been
given a grant for $1015 for numerous
site development projects over the last
2112 years. The sites involved are Tallows Ridge, Monte Collum, Mt
Boogarem/Palmwoods, Tweed Range
and Middle Mountain. If you wish to fly
these sites please contact: Neil Mersham (066) 857854, Mark Fisher (066)
243111, and Greg Wilson (066) 280356.
North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club
has been given a grant for $1 00 to complete improvements at Mt Elliott. This
grant is on a 50/50 basis with VHGA.
NSW.HGA has provided Len Paton and
Jenny Ganderton with a $2500 loan to
assist in the running of the 89/90 Flatlands competition. This loan will be
repaid at the end of the competition.
HGFA and NSW.HGA policy is that all
competitions must run on a break even
or small profit basis.
The lIIawarra Hang Gliding Club (formally the South Coast HGC) has been
given a $90 grant to assist in the incorporation of the club. I.H.G.C. will be
asked to write an article on the need,
benefits and procedures of incorporation for all pilots and clubs. This will be
published in Skysailor.
NSW.HGA has received numerous requests for funds. While we are keen to

assist any worthwhile project, applications must be in writing and detail a cost
breakup for the project and receipts,
initially if the work has been done or at
the completion of the project if the grant
is paid in advance.
The NSW.HGA committee really only
manages members money and we
must be certain the money Is well spent.
Denis Clancy

Western Australia
Greetings WA Sky Junkies!
Good news, summer has hit a month
earlier this year with cloud base spotted
at 9000 feet last weekend.
Pilots across the state have been coring
furiously for a few months now with
many of the newer lads breaking their
personal records, and the student pilots
of winter having their first tentative thermal flights. Steve Endres pulled off a
56km flight In his Mission on the
weekend. 'I had to fly backwards to
catch some of them thermals', said
Steve after the 2 1/2 hour flight. Andy
Eeles scored a 2hr flight up in the Cue
goldfields on the same weekend whilst
15 pilots gathered at Meckering to
check out the comp paddock. The first
4 rounds of the state competitions are
to be held on November 11-12 and 1819 at Meckerlng.
Airsports Hang Gliding School held a
thermal seminar recently with Peter
Landman, Doug Palce and Peter Papa
getting some good first thermal flights
In.
The new club president Is Graham McDonald and treasurer is John Pad man.
Special thanks to Brad Cooke and
Graham Percival for the tremendous effort they put in. Also new to the committee is Bruce Dainton, as a general
rep.
The Luthansa Lounge in the Rhlnne
Donau Club, 110 North Lake Road,
Myaree hosts our association meeting
on the 1st Tuesday of every month. The
beer is good, munchies are available
and we can rap about flying undisturbed
by normal people, until after 11 pm. All
members are urged to attend, especially our large number of Fledgling pilots
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who are always warmly welcomed.
This is where you find out about where
all the flying is guys, so don't forget to
turn up.

Rolf Damm

Peter leach is living in Carnarvon and
can be contacted on (099) 418297 and
would love to go flying with you If you're
passing through.

Cooplicurripa cup Report held October
long Weekend. It was a good weekend
enjoyed by the 55 pilot entries.

Till next time
AndrewWozz

Queensland
Nobby Sky Soaring Assoc
Weekend of November 25th & 26th. All
welcome to our Christmas party to be
held at Watts Bridge air strip in conjunction with the local Ultra Lite club. The
Invitation Is for anyone from northern
NSW to north of Sunshine coast, and
further.
What's on Saturday night Pig on Spit
with grog and softdrinks plus Sunday
brekky. Plenty of wide open space to
pitch tents. Santa will fall out of the sky
for the kids.
ActiYities
*come early Saturday morning and
enjoy car tow launching from 9.30 am
*if you are new to this sport come see
how hang gliders and ultralights fly - if
you are lucky and get friendly with a
pilot, you might get a fly
* thermal to the clouds on Saturday and
Sunday when it gets hotter; good
mountains nearby for thermal triggers
* three spot landing prizes for i) novices;
ii) intermediate and iii) advanced pilots
* best crash landing of the year award.
Judges have some outst~nding contenders so far. One pilot who landed on
top of live power lines then crashed
through them. Another cut his glider in
half when he landed either side of a
pylon pole guy wire. The biased judges
may award the trophy to an attending
pilot.
There will be experienced to launch
teams In attendance for those who want
to try tow launching for the first time.
Please ring in to let us know if you are
coming (to help us with the catering) as
soon as possible from the date of getting this Skysailor. Contact people and
phone numbers are Rolf Damm (Nobby
Club Sec.) 07-3561546, Barry Edwards
07-8087316 and Dave Marsh 078242508. Please contact Rolf for further
details and cost of catering.
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Apart from a few stitches both pilots
were lucky to escape injury. The same
can't be said for the red and white GTR;
it copped a bit of a hiding.

Mid North Coast Hang
Gliding Club

Saturday and Sunday was very flyable
whilst Monday was pretty well blown
out, however about half the field
launched on Monday although none
managed to fly far.
Saturday saw a 60km task set around 3
T.P.s and back to Delrey. The day
looked very inverted at about 4500ft,
however most pilots managed to get up
and although nobody made goal there
were some good flights.
The winner on the day was Craig Worth.
Sunday was a little better with an extra
1500ft gained over Saturday's flying.
Saturday's leaders Mick O'Dowd and
Craig Worth got off early leading the
pack from start to finish. The task set
was The Bullocks Bow, Caffrey's Flat,
Bullocks Bow and back to Delrey.

The Cup was held in its usual informal
atmosphere and provided an insight to
competition for many pilots who haven't
yet flown competitively.
Christmas Party - Fly in - The Club is
holding a Christmas Party Fly-In at
Pacific Palms, the weekend of 2nd and
3rd of December. We will meet at
Elizabeth Beach Reserve at 11 o'clock
on the Saturday and that night we will
hold a "Hungie" at Jim Parsons's place
at 55 lakeview Crescent, Burgess
Beach. Visitors are welcome however
we would appreciate it if you would let
Jim know, just to help with catering etc.
We will put a pig in the ground and then
take the hat around to cover costs.
Members please let Jim know if you will
becoming.
The committee is currently compiling
information on all our sites with the aim
of producing a complete members
guide to each site with all the necessary
information you need to fly the particular sites.

The day finished with Craig Worth 1st
and Craig Wimbush sharing 2nd place G Armstrong
with Rolf Muller. Craig Worth at this
stage had a somewhat strangle hold on
the competition
with Bob Cox and
NORTH COAST AVIONICS PlY LTD
Gary Hazel out for
his scalp.
Denis Cummings 066 856287
138 Lighthouse Rd BYRON BAY NSW 2481
Monday blew right
out with only one
BORGELT VARIOMETERS - the most advanced in
pilot making any
the world
$1050.00
distance, Mick 0'Dowd who flew
TOW METERS - electronic
$165.00
about 15km of the
45km task. About 5
BATTERY CHARGERS - from car cigarette lighter
of the field did not
for NICADS
$ 35.00
get off launch as the
for GElL CEllS (tell me size)
$ 65.00
conditions steadily
deteriorated with
Ol' EAGLE EYES - The Flight Glasses chosen by the
the wind constantly
World champs
blowing over the
PLAIN
$ 96.00
back.
PRESCRIPTION
$ 136.00
There were two
mishaps on launch,
one on both Saturday and Sunday
both resulting from
stalls on launching
where pilots had no
or very little assistance from the
wind.

Tow Launching and X-C weeks at beautiful Lake Keepit
Gliding Club near Tamworth NSW

Learn to car tow
Experience X-C flying in a 2 seater 25:1 glider
February 12-16, March 12-16 1990

Maximum 5 pilots each week

STATE & CLUB NEWS ..................... continued

Stanwell Snippets (Incorporating the Otford Offcuts)
Dear World,
Is their really life beyond Helensburgh,
on the big road !
Last Friday the Enterprise Wings C
Series 152 Kevlar Racer, Le Wombat,
got an informal airing with more than a
few local punters climbing on board. All
and sundry were more than excessively
impressed. Phil went down the coast
and didn't get very high as he had no
Instruments. Come to think of it, a perfect excuse to not even take off!
Anyway, the Wombat, handling and performance were so good everyone was
amazed. Consensus ruled but, it's only
an early one, by production the boys will
no doubt be able to ruin it.
Parapente activity has been quite subdued lately, due to lack of suitable conditions (and people who own them),
except for a visiting pilot who tried to
tether his friend to a tree in a fresh
westerly. The newcomer has declined a
second training session as he questioned his ability to glide across the
Tasman if the rope broke at an inopportune moment.

The flying Gyneochologist has been
busily involved in his latest research
project, but has been dissappointed
due to the lack of pilots producing a
positive result. I guess we can only keep
trying, and trying, and trying. J.J. had
difficulty with the test, let alone producing a result.
One highlight of our September activities was the wedding of Stanwell
Park Legend Danny Scott, to Kerry
Fletcher on September 17th. Many of
the club members attended the wedding and reception aboard a pleasure
steamer on the Georges River. Drew
Cooper missed by 4 hours due to a
plane delay. At least his flew. Colon the
other hand, was just late, and if not for
his long stride wouldn't have made the
last step (muttering something about
wrong bridge ... ). Dan and Kerry had just
returned from a business trip to Japan
where Dan won two major contests and
placed second in another. Married life is
proving to be little different. The newly
weds travelled north to Old for the Eungella comp where Dan placed second.
Congatulations Dan & Kerry.
Local identity Scott Berry is rumoured
to be opening a store in Stanwell Park
that will cater for a variety of sporting

interests including hang-gliding, mountain bike riding, bush walking and other
outdoor type activities. Scotty has plenty more surprises up his sleeves - watch
this space for more!
The Lawrence Hargraves competition
returns again. Is it really two years since
the Park Surf Club reverberated to the
sounds of the Presentation Ceremony
and Bush Dance, where Mr. Cooper
continued his climb into Ottord folklore.
This biannual competition Is scheduled
to run from December 26th 89 to Jan 1st
90, approx under the direction of meet
head Ian Jarman. Details will be published soon, or contact Active Air Sports or
Cloudbase.
Rumours of a new gilder arriving on the
seen were supported several months
ago with the publication of an article by
Alan Daniel and Kevin Mitchell. Well, the
glider has cautiously and tentatively arrived. It is called the Elite, and will be
developed and produced by Wingtech.
Remember the Sl220, the Atlas, the
Comet, the Phantom, gliders that arrived and changed the face of hang
gliding forever. Well, maybe the Elite will
add itselfto that list. Wingtech is certainly hoping so. AI and Kevin's design
philosophy seems to be directed
towards cross country performance.
The glider can go fast and glide roooooIy excellent. It has been seen up, right
up, on a few days of late at Stanwell,
both light and strong days. AI has been
landing back on top with it too.
How come Kevin Christopherson's
flight is recorded over 6 hours and 20
minutes when he says it took 9 hours.
Did he spend 2 hours and forty minutes
on the ridge and then fly 289 miles.
However, not a bad way to spend an
afternoon.
Our own Bernie Baer has been getting
some air lately. Air all the way down to
Werong beach in fact. Nice beach that,
exceptfor the walk out. Ah well, ya gotta
go for it sometimes. That just wasn't the
time. And then there is the one about a
train to Gosford. But he lives In Ottord.
Must have been a hard day at the office.
That'll do for this month, better get on
and read the rest of this mag.
Cheers,
Elliott Moose (alias the Drommedary).

Help, it's got me. Alan Daniel launching the Elite from Bald Hill
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Should we use data back cameras in our Competitions?
A proposal to improve the general running of major hang gliding competitions in Australia
by Stephen Ruffels
Hang gliding competitions in Australia to date have traditionally followed set formats. These have evolved over the years
through trial and error both within Australia and overseas.
Scoring systems have vastly improved using computers to
speed up the process and give the best and fastest results
possible. Tasks and flying requirements have also evolved
such that the luck factor has been eliminated thereby producIng the best pilots wining and placing at the top.

.... competition costs may be cut by up to
one half of present costs ....

Because of the scoring systems and task formats, however,
competition organisation and running has become a lot more
complicated and more importantly - more expensive. Its this
latter issue which I feel can be greatly improved, and also the
cutting of costs.
Over the years a lot of hang gliding competitions have been
largely subsidised through government grants, sponsorship
by companies etc. and private individuals who donate their

FLVING MT.BUFFALO, VICTORIA?
STAY AT THE TRADITIONAL HOME OF
HANG GLIDER PILOTS:
MT.BUFFALO CARAVAN PARK

Mt. Buffalo Road, Porepunkah, Vic, 3740
Phone 057 562235.
FEATURES:
Landing area for hang gliders;
Radio room for charging batteries;
Hot tubs & sauna; Free gas BBQ's;
Camp kitchen; Kiosk, laundry & rec. room
Frontages to Buckland & Ovens Rivers
with swimming hole at junction.
We also provide 'Phone-in' service
for stranded pilots and access to extensiv
workshop for repairs.
PILOTS TO MENTION 'SKYSAILOR' TO
OBTAIN DISCOUNT RATES ON TENT
SITES, POWERED SITES &
ACCOMMODATION.
NEW HOSTS:
LINDA & FORBES HARROWER
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time and energies at no cost. Unfortunately it has been the
case that the best run competitions have significant funding
to ensure efficient running and organisation. In order to get
sponsorship, which mayor may not be funded, a lot of
footwork must be done by someone, with no guarantee of
success.
With the World Championships in Australia sponsorship
reached a peak which I believe will never be seen again. I
therefore see that competition organisers will not rely on
sponsorship as a means of funding. This means comps must
be self funded through pilot entry fees and if the competition
is to be run professionally and enthusiastically, then appropriately paid officials.
Currently a typical hang gliding competition of 50 pilots
requires a launch director to marshal pilots and ensure the
smooth and safe launching of pilots, a wireman to carry out
hang checks and steady the pilot prior to launch, a timer to
time the launches, a timer to time landings, a scorer/competition director to oversee the whole operation and be responsible for media/public relations contact plus do phone-ins,
retrievals etc.
Larger scale competitions involving 2 or more split groups
require double or more the number of officials.
The net result of all this on a self funded basis is that the pilots
have to pay significant entry fees which mayor may not be
enough to give trophies or prize monies.
The other factor affecting the way that competitions are run
in Australia, only allow one pilot to launch at a time due to
launching restrictions at mo.s.t sites as well as for a timer only
being able to time one person at a time.
This therefore requires a structured order of launch based on
pilot position which requires a pilot to launch when conditions
are suitable. Due to modern hang gliders high performance,
scoring has placed greater emphasise on speed flown around
a course. This means that pilots are reluctant to launch unless
conditions are obviously booming and a recent trend has
been to tactically push, bluff, abuse pilots to fly when they're
not ready or when conditions aren't favourable to quickly
getting up and on their way.
Obviously this is one area that has to be improved as I feel
the present system introduces a luck factor as to how quickly
a pilot gets up after launching. I see that there will always be
a luck factor as to how quickly a pilot can find that 1st thermal.
In the past aerial starts have been tried by either timers on the
ground or noting when a certain glider passed overhead. This
is fine if they have numbers on their gliders and the pilot radios
that he is heading off, however its very demanding on officials
and subject to errors. 'Ground clocks' have been suggested
on launch and landing whereby pilots photograph the
'groundclock'. Again this requires officials to be constantly
monitoring these 'clocks'. Since competitions have evolved
into using turnpoints it has become an accepted piece of

equipment for pilots to carry cameras and photograph these
turnpoints.

Its important that the organiser be able to speedily process
films for point allocation.

Its this piece of equipment which I believe can revolutionize
the way competitions are run and organised. The pocket
35mm auto-everything camera is a wonder of modern technology. An option of these cameras which all manufacturers
are now producing is a build in clock that has 2 modes: 1.
Date or 2. Time, which can be put onto each photo at the time
it is taken.

One closing point, the British League use these cameras
using the date mode to score flights during the year to validate
XC flights. Pilots can only enter the League if they have these
cameras.
Australia is the leader in the World for scoring systems for
competitions. Using these cameras I believe that the running
of competitions in this country will be the way of the future.

This means that it would be no longer necessary to have
timers on launch and landing. A pilot chooses his start time
when he/she is ready to cross a set point along a course
hence, the luck factor can largely be eliminated. The pushing
and tactics on launch can be dispensed with as the flight
doesn't start until the pilot is ready to leave/fly over the start
point.
These cameras also allow for 'speed' legs over courses i.e.
Point A B speed leg then open distance. Alternatively a pilot
may complete a course and be quite high, he may wish to
continue on. It may be that a task which is a triangle with the
final leg into a strong headwind means that everyone makes
it around 2 legs but all bomb out shortly after turning into the
headwind - the result, a poor scoring round.
With these cameras it needn't be. As you have flown around
2 legs you can give credit where credit is due. It isn't necessary to synchronize the cameras as when the film is
processed the finish time deducted from the start time equals
flight time. All pilots take a picture of the 'day board' thereby
showing task and date. What this all means is less officials,
therefore less cost of running competitions. All that is needed
is a launch marshall come wireman and a scorer/comp director.
I can hear people saying I already have a camera. Like any
piece of equipment you have, you periodically update it!
Competition pilots change their gliders, harnesses, instruments, helmets, parachutes, radios etc. on a yearly basis.
Cameras are a piece of your equipment if you're a comp pilot.
This shouldn't be a problem as a lot of comp pilots fly with 2
cameras so this is a good excuse to have that second camera.
This brings me to my next point. Pilots who don't want or
can't afford one of these time/date cameras can still fly in
comps, it just means you won't get time point. Most tasks are
set that only the best make it around the course. This system
will reinforce that only the best make it around due to the
luck/launch factor being eliminated. The serious comp pilot
will see the benefits of the camera and if he doesn't have one
already (I got the idea when a comp pilot showed me his
camera) then he will quickly get one. There are various
models ranging from $200 upwards. This cost will quickly be
recouped due to the costs of competitions being cut in half
to two-thirds present costs. Also, the cameras have a 3rd
option - no time or date, so its fine for ordinary photography.
I believe that these cameras will greatly improve the running
of competitions and benefit all competition pilots and make
the organiser's and launch director's jobs a lot less trouble
from pilots pushing and hassling each other.
Obviously all pilots who complete the tasks will have to
immediately hand in their films for processing and scoring.

Instruments
The DAVRON company have been
marketing a range of Altimeters and
Varios for some years.
This popular range has recently been
enlarged with the addition of the light
weight and miniaturised 200 + series.
DAVRON are seeking to appoint
dealers for their range of products.
Any interested parties should contact:

Brian Webb
PO Box 3
Bright VIC 3741
Tel: 057 551753
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FOR ALL YOUR HANG GLIDING, PJ
UNIT 12130 KALAROO RD
REDHEAD NSW 2290
PHONE
FAX

049 499 199
049 499 072
049 499 395

PHONE (C
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GLIDING and TRIKING NEEDS
ALL PRICES INCLUDE TAX.

....... ,

P&P EXTRA.
TELEPHONE ORDER SERVICE.
USE YOUR BANKCARD OR
MASTERCARD

199199
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To Fly - A Dying Man's Last Wish
By Glenn (Chuck) Connor
Since being involved in the sport of
Hang Gliding for about 8 years I have
been Involved in many fine moments
which remain in the memory banks, but
Friday June 2, 1989 will be a day that I
will long remember and cherish. I gave
a dying man his last wish - to fly like a
bird.
I have been flying for about 8 years and
have been a certified Instructor for
about 4 years. I have been in the NSW
Police Force for 5 years and have been
a member of the Wollongong Police
Rescue Squad for 2 years, which unfortunately sometimes involves the rescue
of hang glider pilots, but that's another
story.
Whilst working in the Rescue Squad I
became acquainted with Senior Sergeant Noel Loves, a 50 year old
gentleman, who has been serving in the
Police Squad for 30 years. Sergeant
Loves Is a highly respected Man and
was the founder of the NSW Police Rescue Squad and Blue Mountains Rescue
and Search. Sergeant Loves was an 18
stone solid man about 18 months ago,
but continued to suffer from stomach
cramps and doctors were having difficulty determining what illness he had.
It was eventually established that he had
cancer of the pancreas and stomach
area. About 9 months ago, after
numerous operations, doctors could do

Sergeant Noel Loves about to realise his dream ...
no more for Sergeant Loves and he was
given 6 months to live.

grown children. Even now his attitude
is 'life is for living and I'm going to live it.

True to the man's personality and fighting spirit he is still alive at the time of
writing this story and is defying doctor's
predictions of his imminent death.
Remarkably he still manages to carry
out clerical duties at the Rescue Squad
Bas~ at Corrim~1 and h~ is an intense
family man, haVing a Wife and several

Sergeant Loves had always been interested in my hang gliding feats and said
that one of the last things he wanted to
do was fly like a bird. I discussed with
him how I could take him flying tandem
with me, and despite his illness he was
jumping out of his skin to go flying.

About to launch from Stanwell with pilot Glenn Connor

During the months of April/May the
weather has been nothing short of atrocious around Stanwell Park so very little
flying has been done. The day finally
dawned on Friday 2nd June with a nice
smooth southerly breeze and
reasonably fine weather. A phone call
to Sergeant John Byers, who was helpIng me with the arrangements for media
coverage and to collect Sergeant Loves
from his home at Corrimal, at the Rescue Base and arrangements to meet up
the hill at 1.00 pm were made.
I arrived at 12.30 to set up my glider
(GTR 162) before Sergeant Loves and
the media arrived at 1. I was absolutely
stoked to see the coverage that we
would receive; Channel 4 Wollongong,
Prime TV Wollongong and the Mercury
Newspaper reporters and photographers, along with other freelance
photographers.
After getting the tandem all set up and
the media interviewing Sergeant Loves
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whilst doing something that us pilots
take for granted is going to be mighty
hard to beat.
I am proud to have give Sergeant Loves
one of his last wishes, but if I had the
opportunity to make a wish right now, I
would wish for a cure for Cancer. Sergeant Loves has gone from a 18 stone
strong man to an 8 112 stone very sick
man and it is a tragedy to see a man of
such esteem and personality die before
his time.

before takeoff, and a quick preflight talk
by Chris Boyce (Aerial Technics) to Sergeant Loves, we took off into nice
smooth coastal air.

enjoy life and see the meaning of the
word COURAGE, then perhaps Sergeant Loves has taught us all a lesson
in the video tape.

The preflight plan was to fly around for
about half an hour and land on the
beach below where the media had set
up their cameras for the landing shots.
We both went into prone in our pods
and I turned to ask Noel how he was
enjoying it and I saw water running
down his cheeks. He said to me 'Well
mate the water running down my face is
notfrom the wind in my eyes', and I have
never seen a more smiling face, let
alone from the face of a dying man.

Our sport often gains bad publicity
when accidents occur and the general
public often gain the wrong impression
by such reports, but perhaps they may
change their view if they saw the
coverage of a dying man's dream come
true, and with complete safety and inspiration.

Conditions were not suitable for making
any adventurous trips so we just hung
around the point and divebombed the
photographers a couple of times, giving
them plenty of film footage and photos.
We went down to land and I thought if
ever I was going to blow a landing, don't
do it now! As it worked out we made a
near perfect landing right in front of the
media.

I have flown to a great height over Mt
Buffalo and won day's of competition,
but to my way of thinking, the little moment of seeing a dying man crying

Footnote: Senior Sergeant Loves died
In his sleep on Tuesday 1st August
1989, some 8 weeks after he went tandem flying with me. True to the man's
spirit, he continued working almost to
the day he died and never gave up his
fight to live. I will never forget the comment he made when asked by a media
reporter 'what are you going to do now',
Sgt Loves replied, 'Go home and live,
life's for living and I'm going to live it'.
Sergeant Loves was given a Police
funeral with full honours on Friday 4th
August where over 1000 people attended.

I will have a video which goes for about
1/2 hr on the tandem flight and should
anyone feel down about life, whether it
be for marriage problems, health or
those dreaded mortgage payments,
perhaps they could watch this video
tape for inspiration. Sergeant Loves
was an Inspiration and a gentleman and
may he rest in eternal peace wherever
he may be.

Sergeant Loves thanking Glenn Connor after their flight

Sergeant Loves was interviewed by the
media on the beach and the comments
he made on camera about the safety
and exhilarating feeling of our sport can
only auger well for the future and public
reactions.
The story was shown with footage on
both television stations that night and a
front page story with several excellent
photos were featured on the Saturday
Morning Mercury newspaper. Both TV
stations have promised me the compete video taken on the day, and if
anyone ever needs any inspiration to
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Accident Report
by Mark Mltsos
Site:
Wind :
Date:
Glider:
Pilot Rating:

Apco Aviation Ltd
The leading manufacturer in Europe seeks to establish a Distributor-DealerNetwork in Australia for its products in the fields of Hang gliding, Paragliding,
Emergency systems and accessories:
Santana and Nimbus award winning Hang gliders, MayDay Emergency Systems
(over 5000 sold, dozens of documented life savings), Dream and Hilite (CX)
Paragliders - winners in most international competitions.

Stanwell Park
S.S.E. 10 mph
30.8.89
Moyes Mars 170
15-20 hrs experience
over 11/2 yrs

All products carry full German Certification.

Damage to
Glider:
2 downtubes, 1 LE
Injury to pilot: Broken Fibular
and Tibia (Right Leg) , Fractured Collar Bone, Fractured Ankle (Left leg) ,
Badly bruised or chipped elbow
Cause of
accident:
Inattention at time of
takeoff

Enquiries to:
APCO Aviation Ltd.
Mail address:
P.O.B. 2124, Holan 58121 , Israel.
Tel:
972-53-334322
Fax:
972-53-619051
GREAT BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES - BEST VALUES FOR YOUR MONEY
expected to be in plaster for 4-6 months.
When he was spoken to a short time
later he says he remembers not trying
to correct the glider even though he
knew it was out of control He just froze
and pushed out. It is the opinion of this
observer that he was thinking ahead of
himself. Of being in the air already
rather than just taking off. REMEMBER
a flight has 3 phases: 1. Takeoff 2. In
flight passage 3. The landing. I think all
pilots should get these phases into
perspective ...

Pilot was seen walking glider to takeoff
area. Did a hang check, told the wire
man to release & then proceeded to run
Into his takeoff. After partial liftoff he
Initiated a left hand turn to start an upwind beat towards the north. To this
observer he appeared to be flying too
slow. The turn continued overthe setup
area until the glider impacted the front
of the Moyes truck. The glider hit the
front roof rack but unfortunately the
pilot hit the top of the front bull bar rack.
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The pilot was taken to Sutherland
Hospital where he spent 3 weeks and is

The "BULLETT" Harness is rapidly earning a reputation as the
The harness has been loaded to 2,000
Ibs without damage. Attractively styled
in 3 colours - choice of 7 + 3 different
striped webbings.
12 month
breakage.

Warranty

against

Truly Functional C.G. Slider Harness.
For starters it is the only one on the
Australian market that has Truly
Controllable C.G.
The C.G. Slider can be easily held in any
desired position.
Head Down Attitude is limited by a
single 5mm rope.

Front mount P'chute for safety side mount option.
To catch the introductory
price of $680 call Stan
Roy (071) 459185 &
place your order.
Colour samples
available
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Suncoast Hang Gliders
Dales Road
Palmwoods
Qld, 4555

A Guide to Good Landings
by Ian Jarman
1. LANDING .... The Standard Approach
in Wind

Statistics world wide indicate that landing problems account for a high proportion of accidents. This is not really
surprising as landing is the most complex of the basic skills, requiring substantial attention to greatly varying
environmental stimuli as well as quick
and accurate muscular coordination to
effect maximum glider control through
the most unpredictable and ever changing lower layers of air.
And yet, landings are quickly relegated
to an after thought once the pilot begins
soaring regularly. the often heard
saying 'any landing you walk away from
is a good one' is indicative ofthe lack of
performance expectation given to such
a fundamental skill required of EVERY
flight.
However, performing consistent, safe
landings is no accident and will only be
achieved if each one is planned and the
resulting performance is critically
analysed for ways of improvement.
In this article I have concentrated on
using the standard landing approach in
wind. Obviously the approach and/or
the technique may be different if it is
calm or windier or ifthe landing field has
some specific restrictions, but the fundamentals are reasonably consistent
and can be applied/modified for most
normal situations.
With all landings we can break the skill
into three major sections .... PLANNING
.. . THE APPROACH ... THE FLARE
(reduction of ground speed to safe minimum).
Success in the latter stages depends
heavily, if not entirely, on the accuracy
and performance of the preceding
stage. In windier conditions greater
consideration must be given to ground
tr?ck, wind gradient and possible turbulence during the planning and plan
modification stages. It is not good
enough to just try to cope with these
things as they occur, their existence
and potential effects must be anticipated by preparation of definite
strategies on how you will cope with the
effects upon your plan and glider control.

PLANNING
Planning your landings starts before
take-off. On any site you should have a
basic bomb-out plan just in case the
unthinkable happens. This basic plan is
then continually up-dated as the flight
progresses and new information comes
to hand. An XC flight, is in fact a succession of landing plans woven Into a
soaring strategy where the pilot moves
from one landing plan to the next as
discovery of more lift changes the landIng options.

Statistics indicate that
landing problems accoun
for a lot of accidents ......
.... landing is the most
complex of skills ....
The information that is required for a
well planned landing should include assessments of the wind strength, direction and fluctuations in both. The size
and slope of the field, position and
threat created by any obstacles around
the approach and in the landing area.
You must consider your current position and the anticipated lift/sink variations between here and landing in
relation to your proposed decent rate
and arrival height. This is important for
setting the correct airspeed with reference to ground covt:rage so that your
arrival at the beginning of the APPROACH sequence has left you sufficient time and height. All these factors
are now prioritised. For each individual
landing situation one or more of these
factors will present themselves as
having greater importance in the establishment of the plan and approach procedure. Once these critical factors
have been established a plan (and alternate plans) of approach can be put into
motion.
THE APPROACH
The standard landing approach as
described here has several advantages
which include constant turn/bank direction so that time consuming bank reversals are eliminated. It is also ideal for
small or restricted landing fields, and
turbulent conditions. If it is quite windy,
ie above 15 knts you may wish to use
the figure eight approach (especially
novice pilots) as judgement of the

downwind leg and turn to base and final
can be quite difficult.
The standard landing approach has four
stages: The Arrival, The Downwind Leg,
The Base Leg, and Final Leg.
1. The Arrival
In wind and especially if you are flying a
beginner/intermediate model glider
your approach should begin with the
height loss period up wind of the
desired landing spot if possible. This
will give at least one opportunity to get
a closer look at the field whilst you have
sufficient height to make alternate
plans. Remember it Is quicker to cover
ground in a downwind direction, so approaching your field from upwind leaves
many more options.
This arrival area must be reached with
height to spare so that you can control
the height of entry onto the downwind
leg. This position upwind will minimise
the problems of misjudgment of wind
strength or sink. As you lose height you
should be getting the glider on track to
take up the downwind leg. You should
always make conservative decisions
and allow extra height as a safety margin.
2. The Downwind Leg
The downwind and following base legs
will ideally follow the perimeters of the
field especially smaller ones. It Is advisable to fly directly above (at a comfortable height) boundaries such as
fences, trees etc so that any turns will
take you away from them. Once the
height for entering the approach circuit
has been reached you should check
your airspeed. A moderate speed
should be maintained so that you have
ample control through any bumps ...
holding an accurate course now Is of
vital importance.
A lot of attention should be given to
ground coverage and sink rate whilst
CONSTANTLY looking at your desired
point of touch down. If the sink rate or
ground coverage Is greater than expected then you will need to bring the
turn to base leg forward. If height loss
is minimal or wind lighter than expected
then extending this leg may be necessary, don't forget any obstacles that
may restrict this alteration. Obstacles
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may restrict this alteration. Obstacles
Include gliders both flying and about to
land just ahead of you.
In windy conditions never allow your
course to be downwind of any obstacle
or any terrain that may produce turbulence and remember that your glide
back Into wind can be almost non existent, so don't fly yourself out of the
landing field.
The key to making the right adjustments
during approach is to never lose visual
reference to your actual point of touch
down. the constant reference will
enable you to make the 'spatial' and '3
dimensional' judgments necessary for
turning onto the final phases with safe
height, time speed and room to pull off
a good landing regardless of changing
or unexpected conditions.
3. Base Leg
The turn into the crosswind base leg can
be used to lose any excess height by
holding In during the bank, or if height
and room are running out then the turn
can be continued right around until the
headwind final leg has been entered
thus almost eliminating the crosswind
leg. It is usual to continue flying across
the base of the approach pattern until
you have lost sufficient height to turn

toward the landing spot ... once again
this turn into wind can be 'slipped' by
holding in and excess altitude safely
washed off. It is during this crosswind
leg that dropping into an upright position should occur ... this will increase
drag and leave you free to give total
attention to glider control during final
flare stages. If necessary the base leg
can also be extended if you are still too
high to turn onto final
4. Final
The upright position should leave you in
a comfortable maximum control/stability situation ... it should be a
smooth transition with no loss of pitch
control and maintenance of moderate
airspeed. Your concentration is now
divided between 'bleeding off' airspeed
and maintaining accurate height control
... ideally your final leg should bring you
down to around 1-2 metres above
ground and this height is held constant
regardless of gusts whilst airspeed is
gradually reduced. AT the same time
your continued concentration on 'The
Spot' will allow you to detect and drift
off-course resulting from any crosswind
components or remaining bank. It is
imperative that any bank, however
minor, is removed before entering the
final flare sequence.
The Flare

. CLOUDBASEAREAGENTSFOR "

During the bleedoff slide the
hands up the
sides of the A
Frame to about
should height ...
once again do
not allow any
pitch variation.
As we start to
flare the effects of
any bank will now
be exaggerated
and the glider will
enter an increasIngly tighter turn
unless you make
a very quick and
aggressive correction whilst
continuing to
push-out and up.

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS
and all hang gilding accessories.
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It is therefore extremely important that any drift

or turn is removed before reaching the
time of flare. If your wings are level,
even if not 100% into the wind, the final
stall should be straight and level with
only a slight drift off to the side as a
complication.
The flare should start slowly so that you )
can feel out your airspeed. If the glider
has ballooned up then the excess of
airspeed must be used up (but don't pull
in) before a more aggressive final pushup is utilized to hold die nose_up, as it
begins to drop out of the resulting stall.
It is not unusual for the glider to be
higher than desired at this point but you
must stay committed, pushing that bar
up and over, almost behind your head
if you are going to avoid a nose in.
Obviously the windier it is here the less
aggressive the final part of the flare
should be ... in fact in strong winds it is
possibly safer not to try to land at a stop
but to fly into a fast walk and then
gradually slow and lower the glider.
If the flare is proceeding as desired then
the push out-then up should increase in
both strength and speed until the glider
stalls and drops back onto the keel.
Remember that the greater the wind
then the less aggressive the flare.
To perform consistent and accurate
landings you sensitivity to airspeed
during final approach and the flare sequence can not be understated. If you
do not possess this 'feel' then your
ability to perform is greatly reduced.
Practice of stall detection should become a priority task in this cas..e. This
should be done both as a soaring exercise when conditions are suitable and
more importantly back out on a training
slope or· tow paddock where many
repetitions and refinements can be
made preferably under the supervision
of a trained instructor.
Remember practice doesn't make perfect ... but practice, the results of which
are known, analysed and refined will
inevitably lead to improvement.
To summarise ... plan the landing well in
advance, consider all variables, maintain accurate airspeed control and
never lose sight of the ultimate landing
'spot'.

SUPPORT SYSTEMS - The Modern Hang Gliding Harness
by RICK DUNCAN
I've decided to put pen to paper, or
should I say paw to keyboard, and try
to shed some light on the confusing
decisions surrounding aspects of
choosing that often used, sometimes
abused, but never fully appreciated part
of the Hang Glider .... the HARNESS.
Below is a brief description of what is
available on the Australian market at the
moment.
The pod harness is one of the most
uncomplicated harnesses suitable for
novice to advanced pilots. However,
the pod harness tends to lack lower
back support which is often a problem
during longer XC flights. Not so for
Drew Cooper who refuses to fly in anything but a pod harness. The lack of
back support did not interfere with his
recent World Triangle record breaking
flight.
Moyes manufacture a pod harness and
a new harness manufacturer, Forrest
Park of AIR SUPPORT harnesses, also
has an excellent pod harness available.
Both sell between $450 and $500.
The BUG harness, manufactured in
Britain, was the first of the improved
back supporting harnesses. The Bug
utilised a plastic swing seat for better
load distribution in the rib to lower back
area. I used this harness in the 1988
World Championships in Australia and
found that it provided only adequate
back support. Like the Pod, it is relatively simple and is suitable for intermediate and advanced pilots. This
harness has now been superseded by
harnesses offering either a kevlar/fibreglass back plate support system
or a fabricated alloy frame.
The KLAFSKY harness, manufactured
in Germany, was the first to utilise the

kevlar/fibreglass plate. Other features
include a for and aft slider designed to
allow the pilot to adopt a more upright
landing position.
Possibly the most popular design
aspect of this harness is the "coat style"
entry with front zip. The side mounted
parachute enables the pilot to hang
closer to the base bar. This optimises
the pendulous effect, lessening the
force required by the pilot to manoeuvre
the glider. Another development first
was the inclusion of a variable pilot
angle device, enabling the pilot to adopt
his/her most favoured flying position.
The KLAFSKY harness is still one of the
most stream-lined harnesses on the
market today. I flew in a Klafsky for
twelve months and developed shoulder
problems towards the end of this time.
I believe this to be due to the complete
rigidity of the harness, which tends to
force the shoulders down, taking the
natural curve out of the upper
back/shoulder area.
The KLAFSKY is priced at around
$1000.
Moyes Gliders have their XACT harness
available, which was modelled on the
KLAFSKY, hence the name XACT ....
The XACT is priced at slightly less then
$900.
Mark Mitsos also has a Klafsky clone,
the FlY.SH, and although I have never
seen one, I believe it is also a good
quality harness.
Because of the rapid change in pilot
angle (due to the slider) which occurs
during the landing process, I would not
advise these Klafsky style harnesses to
pilots with less than an advanced
rating.

The SPEEDLINE also incorporates features such as the side mount chute and
variable pilot angle adjustment 01PAA).
The SPEEDLINE has a rear support line,
which acts to decrease the load on the
lower body, resulting In a more even
load distribution around the neck,
shoulder and back areas. Although this
extra suspension line may Increase
drag slightly, the decrease in "body
fatigue", as a result of the Increased
support, far outweighs any possible
performance handicap.
The SPEEDLINE pack up size is much
smaller than that of the "K1afsky", the
advantages of which are obvious. However, do not be fooled by this small size,
as the SPEEDLINE still has the largest
foot and storage space of all the harnesses I have mentioned. My last 30
hours flying time were spent In a
SPEEDLINE and I find it to be the best
compromise. The SPEEDLINE Is
suitable for intermediate to advanced
pilots.
Each pilot has a personal harness
preference. I have outlined the pros
and cons as I see them and hope this
may be of benefit when choosing your
next harness. As I have flown in all of
the above-mentioned harnesses, I have
rated them according to my experience
in flight and particularly in launch and
landing.
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The latest harness to hit the Australian
scene is the SPEEDLINE manufactured
by Forrest Park of AIR SUPPORT. The
features of this harness Include the front
zip, as in the Klafsky, however the
problems associated with leg loop access are dispelled by a unique system
whereby the leg loops are secured as
part of the pre-flight zipping up process.
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Evolution of
Hang Gliding

Part 1.
by Rob
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The 7th Annual Gillies Competition For 1989.
Well, the weather was perfect with a full
moon to match. Friday night with
people arriving, catching up on the
news and seeing new faces. Speculation on the dark horses of the competition and whether or not Ethol would take
It out for the seventh year In a row.
With the sun rising above the Bellendon
Ker Range, the early risers enjoyed the
view and the smell of bacon and eggs
on the BBQ. Registration time saw 25
pilots setting up around the trees and
each other. The task was called
Westward HoI Dimbulah and beyond.
T'was a beautiful blue thermal day with
high expectations on everyone's mind.
The inversion layer was rising and the
streamers on the ramp started to flutter.
Ashley, our Wind Technician, flew the
TIO Ridge to the Northerly point, where
the resident thermal saw him up and
gaining. A flurry of activity, as the numbers were called and into the air, that
saw height gains to the north of T/O.
The difficult part of flying the Gillies is
the run over the back westward to Lake
Tlnnaroo. The area behind the TIO
Range almost always presents a large
hole with very little lift. So the locals tell
you to go as high as you can, then drift
back with It for as long as you can!
Sounds easy I Well the early pilots to
leave - Ethol, Gerry, C. Mac - found the
big hole and very little 11ft and ended
their day short of the lake. The pilots
that played a watch, wait and see game
managed to get the afternoon's heat
working. Seven pilots made the lake
crossing using the small, light thermals

to drift west. The town of Kairi about 4
kms west of the lake saw 4 pilots land.
The remaing 3 went onto Tonga,
Bonesknob and Warwick Gill managed
a good thermal in front of the Atherton
Range which took them to 8500' ASL
and onto Mutchilba, a distance of 58
kms. Most pilots agreed a good day
was had ....
So with the first day out of the way it was
time for a BBQ, then some drinking,
then talking and also spin the broom
game. Now this game is hard enough
on level ground, but when you have the
slope of the hill leading onto the ramp,
then It takes on a whole new meaning.
So the pressure was on - hold the

broom vertical above your head, watch
the top of it very carefully and spin
around 10 times. Put the broom on the
ground and jump over it. Well anybody
that managed the 10 turns usually went
ass up down the hill doing mild 360's as
they went and that is no exaggeration,
just ask Ernie Fry. But I should add
before all this fun and games started, we
had sing-a-Iong time on the ramp. You
see, the moon was full over the Gillies
Valley and the night beyond beautiful
and our intrepid new student flyer
Randle had organized his fiddle to be
played with a duo of guitarists. So It
became "Band on the Ramp", while
everyone sang along and had "Champas on the Rampas" and saluted the full
moon. Of course there was always the
flying tomorrow.
• Well Sunday dawned for most of us at
6.30 and it looked like a copy of Saturday. So after breakfast the weather was
asked and it looked great. The activity
in the set-up area belied the hangovers
that must have been in the mind. The
task for the day was again called to
Dimbulah - downwind and westerly a
distance of 65 kms. But you had to get
over the lake! The take-off was at approximately midday, but because of a
lack of wind technicians, the leader on
points W.GiII had the option offirsttakeoff. Once he was in the air and the
abundance of life evident, then the rest
of the field was away and running. Most
of the Iife was again centred at the northern point of the take-off. A large spur,
then bowl runs into the valley producing
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especially Pizza Dave for arranging the
food supply, Nev Avers for the refreshment storage and Len and Ernie for the
BBQ and spit roast, to all the pilots
competing and the pick-up drivers who
found them. Plus the camp men Mick
and Ethol.
So until next year in September some
time. Hope to see you all again at the
8th annual Gillies Camp.
Efficient Circles - Gillie.
P.S. Alison won the spin the broom
competition - 300 turns. Ernie won the
patience award for counting them.
Chris Boulton won the Determination
Award - 10 attempts at 20 turns. Maybe
we should have two competitions next
year!

large, extensive thermals. A minor cat
and mouse game was played amongst
the leading pilots, each waiting for one
to test the air between us and the lake.
In the end it was Gerry and C.Mac who
had the most height and bid us farewell.
We all watched until they were small
dots on the horizon and fading fast.
Then there was a flurry of activity with
the pilots who had the best thermals
trying desperately to drift back with
them for as long as possible towards the
lake. The day ended up with less pilots
making the jump across the lake, but
some notable flights came from Ethol
and Gerry making goal at Dimbulah and
Ernie managed Atherton township.
With all of us gathered for the evenings
festivities, we added up the score and
roasted the pig on the spit. Mixed a
deadly punch and mixed stories about
the day. It seems that Kevin Gilligan
followed C.Mac's course across the
widest part of the lake and ended up
landing on an island. One of the locals
rowed them both back including their
gliders - so now we've named the area
"Gilligans Island"! Mathew Pilcher took
out the Award for Worst Landing
donated by Enterprise Wings - $200 in
spares. Mathew landed okay, but as he
walked his glider through the paddock
to a grassy area to pull it down, he fell
down a gulley and broke an upright.
Without any opposition Dave Staver
took out the Bullshit story award
donated by Moyes Gliders - an
electronic airspeed indicator. Dave's
favourite trick is to place some poor
unsuspecting pilot's glider in the tree
platform 70 foot above the ground and
then ask how he top-landed up there!

Marjorie Beattie won the best female
pilot, which we had to award to her
because she was the only female pilot.
The rest of the placings went like this:
10th Paul (visitor), 9th C.Mac (almost a
local), 8th Kev (from Gilligans Island),
7th Stretch (very tall local), 6th Dave
(makes lots of pizzas and pavlovas), 5th
Mick (definite local), 4th Dan (local who
chases gold), 3rd Ethol (got him this
year), 2nd Gerry (talked his way to
here), 1st Warwick "Gillie won the Gillies".
So $2000 in cash was divided down to
tenth place along with airline tickets
from Ansett. I would like to thank all our
sponsors who made the prizes available
and also the ladies who helped in the
kitchen to feed everyone, the organizers .

Sponsers of the 1989 Gmles
Competition.
Ipec Transpor1 Group
Ansett Airlines
Auto Spares, Scott St.
Myres Engine Recondltloners
Por1 Douglas Electrlcs
Ressel Engineering
Tropic Explorers Coaches
Joloma Poultry
Ellis Beach Resor1
Pacific Clams Ltd.
Elders Finance & Investment Co. Ltd.
Nev Akers Automotlves, Scott St.
Ian Graham Electrlcs, Tolga
Ray Parsons, Sliver Recoveries
Airplay Hang Gliding School
Raging Thunder
Ernie Frel Developments
Wings Hang Glider Joy Flights
Chris Bohon Concrete Pumping
Aerial Visions, Dlmbula
Market Garden Produce
Prepared Produce
Moyes Gliders
Enterprise Wings
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What Is a paragllder?
slflcatlons It is called a class III hang
glider - not a parachute. This is because
they are a foot launched gliding wing,
weighing less than 70kg, and the fact
that the wing has less than 5% of rigid
structure and the primary form of stiffenIng Is by dynamic air pressure. This
type of wing Is also called an aerodyne.
HGFA has assumed control of
paragllders for a number of reasons.
The main ones being that these craft will
be using hang gilding sites and
airspace, and for the reason that, apart
from the FAI ruling, they also come
under CAO (formerly ANO) 95.8.
Overseas hang gliding associations
also control paragliding and combine
them Into their own magazines. This
cooperation has worked to the advantage of both hang gliding and
paragliding.
In Australia, paragliding has only
recently taken off (pun Intended). The
purpose ofthls article Is to inform HGFA
members of what's going on in the
paragliding scene. It is also the first

step to cu ••",,,,c
public of paragliding matters in order to
get paragliding off to a safe and stable
start.
It is hoped to avoid the problems of
hang gliding's early days. The warning
signs are already showing. One of
which is the sale of paragliders to the
general public by people outside the
HGFA. Fortunately, this has not happened often, but has the potential to get
worse and must be knocked on the
head now! Fortunately, these people
soon came under HGFA and proper
training. Statistics from overseas show
that a large proportion of accidents
occur with non pilots buying and flying
paragliders.
The first step to flying is proper instruction. HGFA has appointed its first four
(4) official instructors, who together
form the HGFA paragliding advisory
panel. These people were appointed
due to having the longest experience in
paragliding, the experience being
gained both overseas and in Australia.
They also meet the instructor requirements. They are: Brett Wright and For-

NEW FOR '89 - THE IIWEDGIEII

AN AUSTRALIAN MADE VARIO WITH THE
FOLLOWING FEATURES
Temperature compensated
Auto-zero, Volume control
Sink alarm , Battery check function
Low power drain , Mounting clamp fits all uprights
Padded carry case, Optional dual range model
Normally $395 but for this month save $50 and pay only $345
and get dual range option free *Battery not included
Phone: Mark Fisher 066 243111,
5 Compton Ave. Goonellabah 2480.
Postal adress P.O. Box 820, Lismore, 2480.
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rest
ney, Heinz Gloor of
Thredbo and Rick Wilson of Thebarton
in South Australia. Much effort was
given by them on the HGFA Paragliding
Sub-committee in the past 20 months or
so.
Other persons can apply to the panel for
interim instructorship status. This
would be given depending on factors
such as HGFA instructor requirements
(including first aid, advanced rating,
safety officer and examiner status) and
previous paragliding experience. Each
case is to be gauged on its own merits
and each year, all instructors including
the present panel will have to prove
maintenance of standards and requirements In order to remain an instructor.
People would be wise to learn properly
as, apart from all the usual reasons,
paragllders have unique handling
properties. For example, what do you
do in a stall? What do you do in a
leading edge tuck? Wing tip collapse?
Mush mode? Flat spin (yes, they do flat
spin)? Thermal entry and exit?
Pilots should also be aware that the
various models differ widely in their
flight characteristics and their ability to
handle the above situations. Some are
mild, and some can be very frightening
and require special technique to
recover normal flight. Some can and
some.ca.nn.ot be towed. Those that are
not tow certified should not be towed.
Some overseas certification programmes have the sections of 'non-demandIng characteristics', 'demanding
characteristics' and these may then be
combined with 'not to be towed' or 'tow
certified'.
N.B. High performance does not mean
'towable' or 'non-demanding' or
'demanding'. Nor does low performance for that matter.
The 'Paragliding Recreational Licence'
is now in its final stages and will be
published in Skysailor ASAP. It Is.based.
on the HGFA novice rating supplemented with additional theory and tasks
specific to paragliding. Endorsements
will include 'Tow', 'Coastal', 'Alpine' and
'Tandem'.
NOTE: Clubs and Safety Officers will
still have control over their local sites.
Hang gliders and paragliders do work
well together. Clubs should be now discussing what they want with paragliding

in their area - not yes or no, but what
level of pilot experience etc. Advice can
be sought from the HGFA Paragliding
Panel.
A Further Note on Paragliding
by Brett Wright
Director Paragliding, HGFA
The HGFA is the sole body empowered
by the Federal Civil Aviation Authority to
issue Rules and Regulations for the control of paragliding in Australia, for defining the standards of safety to be
followed by all pilots on the ground and
in the air, and for issuing Instructor's
Certificates to individual pilots whose
knowledge and experience qualify them
to teach the sport.
The standards set by the HGFA are possibly the highest in the world. They are
drawn from years of experience and
experimentation in coastal, inland and
alpine flying both here and abroad. An
interim Operations Manual incorporating these Rules and Standards is currently under review and will be kept
up-to-date as our experience and
paraglider development dictate.
At present only the following pilots have
been certified as HGFA Paraglider Instructors in this country:
Brett Wright, Bilgola, NSW, 02-9741158
Heinz Gloor, Thredbo, NSW, 064567171
Forrest Park, Terrey Hills, NSW, 024502186
Rick Wilson, Thebarton, SA, 083526562
Brian Webb, Bright, VIC, 057551753.

New Members
We welcome the following 49 new members since our last edition. In NSW we have Craig Bonus, Allan
Ringstad, Douglas Swilks, Jon Swan,
Mario Ciccanti, David Randall, Mark
Fowler, Andrew Parle, Trevor Kinnear,
James Wartho, Todd Wilkins, Heikki
Koivukoski, Haija Hautala, Patrick O'Leary, Greg Lenon, Peter Delth,
Stephen Rickwood, Rod Stoddart,
Elizabeth Cask, David Freestone-Barks.
I n Victoria: Charley Fellay, Mark
Steven, J Matthew Barry, Nicola Barrett,
Stuart Horton, Alan Hopkins, Jan Gibson, Michael and John Rouge, Antonius
Campen, Gary Shadbolt, Graeme
Cahill.
In Queensland: Derek Harre, Greg
Spencer, Steven Hossack, Noel Bansemer, Kenneth Gibson.
I n West Australia: Peter Landman,
James Allison, Peter Leach, Michael
Pirie, Richard Guinness, Tim Hutcherson, Stephen Cook, Stephen Clark,
Russell Palmer.
In South Australia: Andrew Gambell
and Anthony Curnow
In Tasmania: Brian Hall

Peter Deith, Martin Brown, Daniel
Dufey, Trevor Tighe, Thomas Higgins,
Wayne Meyer and Chris Cusack.
Lee Scott: Mark Smithers and Dieter
Schamberger
Chris Boyce: Warren Laws, Sonya
Faidell, Andrew Phillip, Philip Bohm,
Stephen Xenos, Greg Dixon, Craig Moffat, Ballard Roberts, tom Reinhold,
Wayne Murray, Graeme Stalenberg,
Michele Stalenberg, John Wilson and
David Wallington.
Phil Teese: Ron Brown, Gary Pankhurst
and Peter O'Halioran.
Steve Ruffels: Lynton Wieneke, Greg
Wheeler, Robert Margugllo, Wayne
Strobridge, Warren Thyer, Michael Wiggins, David Patak, IIIja Mancev, Lawton
Ho and Mark Johnston.
Tony Dennis: Phili Harrison, Garry
Shadboil, Peter Martin, Ken Muston and
Brian Boschetti.
Danny Byrne: Sonya Brink, R Guinness
and Stephen Cook.
Boy Briedey: Trevor Slade, Mark Hutton and Tony White.
pat purcell : Craig Anderson, Stepehn
Brown and Gary Higgins.
The best is yet to come.

And we also welcome the following 84
Short Term Members who have begun
their training with the following instructors:
Ian Jarman: Simon Pollard, Emmanuelle Varipatos, William Wyndham,

Q. What do bored pilots do on windy days?
A. Fly a tent, of course! - photo Mike Zupanc

G Bradshaw , Susanne
Stuart, Josephine Kruse,
David Owen, Peter Kestel,
Greg Powell, Leonie Ellis,
Kerryn Pinches , Tony
Ruyters, and Lindy, Glen
and Philip Rixon.
Tony Armstrong: Peter
Baker, S Bartlett, Ian Mather,
Ian Westbrook, William
Aherne, Ray O'Rellley &
Takashi Watanabe.

~--------~~--~~~~~~~

Bruce Barcham: Doug
Roberts, Susan Norrie, Justin
Chapman,
Barry
Cornwall , Craig Stanton,
Peter Lafsky, Fraser Kinnear, Stuart Harrigan, MarCliS Ferguson , Jamie
Thomson, Coryn Tambling,

STOLEN
Taken from Parkes during
the Flatlands
Foil 1608 Racer, Orange
scrim LE, blue/orange US
Legal action taken against
me by a manufacturer leaves
me no choice but to ask for
its return.

REWARD
NO Questions
ASKED
Tony Armstrong
(042) 942584
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Reprinted from Cross Country from an
article by Bruce Goldsmith

The compensator appears on almost
every new glider now as a piece of thin
cord attached from the bottom of the
kingpost to the middle of the top front
rigging wire. Why is it there and what is
its function?
A quick answer is: it raises the luff lines
with the Variable Geometry* off, to keep
the glider pitch stable.
To be more precise:
Reflex and washout in the sail make the
glider more pitch stable. However they
do not help performance. As new
gliders get more and more taut, squeezing out the last drop of performance,
they rely more and more on the luff lines
for pitch stability. The luff lines have to
be slightly slack in normal flight so as
not to interfere with the handling of the
glider. As soon as the angle of incidence is reduced, the luff lines kick up
to put reflex into the sail.
All this works fine until the VG is let off.
Then the sail billows and the luff lines
become much too slack and ineffective.
To counter this effect the compensator
is attached to the VG pulley system or
the cross tubes. When the VG is let off,
the cross tubes move forward and
tighten the compensator rope which
pulls the centre of the front top rigging.
that cause the king post to rotate forward and hence raise the luff lines.

However complicated it sounds it can
be achieved very simply with a piece of
string.
If the compensator is incorrectly adjusted it is quite likely that your glider will
fail a pitch stability test with the VG in
slack position. This can easily happen
if the compensator know slips or the
string stretches.
It is therefore essential to check your luff
line heights according to the
manufacturer's handbook at least once
a year or every 100 hours of flying. An
over tight compensator diminishes the
handling while a loose one may cause
the glider to flunk the pitch text.
Most of the new high performance
wings have a compensator that
operates as described by rotating the
kingpost forward and thereby indirectly
shortening the luff lines. The new
HP/AT from Wills Wings has a system
whereby the luff lines are raised by a
pulley system through the king post
which directly raises the luff lines. The
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mechanism is different but the effect is
identical.
*There are a variety of names for the
same word: VG, Variable Geometry,
VAriable Glider, VB, Variable Billow,
Muscle Bar Overdrive or Trimmer.

More on
~_~~p.~~~_~~~~~_._
A hang gliding manufacturer in Israel
has patented an Electrical Variable
Geometry System, a sure cure for cal loused fingers. The permanently installed mechanism is connected
directly to the keel behind the cross bar
and controlled by an electronic system
mounted on the base tube, allowing for
in-flight fingertip control of the VG.
Total weight 1 kg. The 12 volt rechargeable battery gives 20-25 hours of
operating time. Tested by Israeli team
members in Fiesch, the E-V/G System
freed the pilots during the strenuous
competition from the manual VG system that notoriously requires a great
deal of concentration and exertion.

NEW SOUTH WALES
Trike single seater, 340cc motor, 175
wing, excellent condition, less than 10
hrs use, $2500 , phone Mark (042)
295881 BH or (042) 717954 AH
Mars 170 (Nov) Blue LE & US, white
MS, flies beautifully, no accidents, $950
ono also
Moyes Pod Harness Red with grey
stripes, suit 6'1 ", near new, $400 ono
also
High Energy Parachute near new $400
ono, will sell as complete package or
separate, phone Ian (02) 9492644 W or
(02) 9710722 H
XS 154 (Int) Hot pink dacron LE, blue &
fluro yellow US, ex-factory condition,
pleasing price tag, for further details
phone (067) 223776 any time
GT 170 (Int) Red LE, blue/white US,
white TS. Good condition $800, phone
Steve 2511122 x234 BH or 5587043 AH
Paraglider Airman XC as new, flown
once, demo model $1300 also
Paraglider Condor demo model $800
both include harness phone Rob (049)
497329
Airborne TRIKE - suspension, brake,
big tank, ultra prop, rotax 277, single
seat, Missile 180 wing. Great performer
with 10 stone pilot. Dual purpose trailer
and accessories. $4800 phone Brian
Silver (02) 5253787
Mars 170 (Nov) Eight months old, only
20 hours flying time, excellent condi tion, with harness, helmet, and adjustable roof racks, batten profile and
spares included. $1600 also
Mars 170 (Nov) Blue & white $800 also
GTR 162 (Int) Red & white, excellent
cond o$1250 phone Lee (065) 569692

Mars 170 (Nov) excellent condition, red
LE, white MS, orange US, low hours well
cared for glider. Batten profile, manual,
2 new hang straps, cocoon harness fair
cond., selling as I am upgrading, $1200

no offers, phone Tim Harris (065)
838458

low hours, v. gd. condo $3500 ana, Ph
Marie (066) 281991

GTR 162 World Beater (Int) Turquoise
LE, fluoro pink & yellow US, fully optioned, low hours thanks to last season,
$3000 phone Mark (066) 243111

Foil 160B Kevlar Racer (Adv) Red
skrim LE, Gold & lilac, looks great in the
air. Ordered, paid for & test flown
ONLY, now Torquil needs the dollars to
save some rainforest. Save hundreds
off new price and no waiting, $3500 will
consider trade-ins & offers, phone Joe
Scott (065) 650042 URGENT SALE also
Moyes GTR 162 (Int) Good condition,
no flutters, with new bag and bolts,
$1250 ana, will consider Gyro or Mars
Trade-Ins plus
Padding so you don't have to take base
bar off - reduces chances of missed
A-frame bolts. Fit any glider $20, Joe
Scott Ph (065) 650042 weekends.

Foil 160B (lnt) White sail, Blue LE, Rainbow US, good condition. Would you
like a high performance glider with easy
handling & a good price? $1600 ono
phone Tony (042) 962976
GTR 175 V.G. parts for sale from
damaged glider. Intact - cross members and R/H LE, all rigging & A-frame,
plus full set of battens. Parts can be
sold together, or separately. Enquiries
Penny Church (02) 863720
Kiss 154 (Int) Blue scrim LE, pink &
yellow US, fully faired. Flys like Magic one size fits all. $4000 also
Mars 170 (Nov) Black LE, Sky Blue US,
white MS, new nuts & bolts. Flies
straight, flies well, $1100 phone Nick
Palaric (02) 9751233 W (leave message)
or (02) 9132992 H
GTR 162 Race (Int) Blue LE, fluoro
orange US, dacron powerweave TE, will
freight anywhere, $1900, phone Mollo
(049) 570216
Foil 170B Green & yellow US, pink TE
band and brand new Fluoro orange
SUrfcote LEs. Flys like new. $1900 ono,
arrange for test fly also
Vario $350, vario + Thommen altimeter $450. Ph Rolf Muller (02)
735212 AH or (02) 4281131 BH.
Foil 160B Racer (lnt) Mylar fluoro
orange LE, Black & orange US. Had 2
good seasons. $2400 ono, Ph Len
(068) 537220 @SS BOY TXT = Foil
150B Racer Kevlar Racer in excellent
cond, beautiful colours (fluoro pink LE,
50/50 split grey ~nd fluoro pink undersurface, white mainsail). Highly visible!
A joy to fly, would cost $4000 new,
$2750 ono also
Fugi 'Joy' DL120 35mm Compact
Camera with data back, autowind,
autofocus, drop in loading, flash & case.
New, unused, still in box with instructions and guarantee. Ideal turnpoint
camera, $200 also
Electrophone headset modified for
hang gliding use, new, $80 Ph Jenny
(068) 537220
Foil 140 Racer (Int) Red surfcote LE,
mauve & light blue US, white mainsail,

Foil 150B Racer Kevlar, extra bag, in gd
condo very low airtime, dark blue LE,
mid & light blue US, this glider must go
Also Kelar Sport Pod with chute and
harness bag, good cond oPh Greg (042)
942910
Paraglider - Edel 24 sq. ms. 6 months
old . Pack and harness, excellent cond,
$2000, phone (049)498946
GTR 162 (Int) Yellow LE, white MS,
faired uprights & king-post, in excellent
cond., very little use since new, $1300
ono also
Hummingbird, energy compensated
vario, $150, phone Tim (066) 863883 W
or 295072 H
GTR 162 Race (Int) low hours, as new
condition, white MS, gold LE, gold/yellow US, spare upright, $2700
plus Pod Harness (suit 5'6" to 6'),
chute, Thommen Altimeter, Hummingbird vario, Ball windspeed in
fibreglass case (speed bar mounted)
$1000 Pearce Simpson 40 channel base
CB, Realistic 5 watt, 15 channel handheld $300. Everything you'll need for
some serious flying. $3800 for the lot,
phone (066) 777452 AH only
GTR 162 (Int) white LE & TS, light blue
US, speed bar, flaired uprights &
kingpost, 3 spare uprights, low hours.
Has been in storage for last 18 months.
Safety checked by Airborne Windsports
$1400 ono also
Ball 651 vario/digital altimeter in
padded bag with mounting bracket &
batteries $500 ono, phone Paul (049)
621544 AH
Foil 160B Racer near new, less than 10
hrs, bargain $3100 ono also
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Magic IV Full Race 155 new sail &
rigging, a chance here to get as good
as new glider for half new price, a fast,
easy to handle good looking glider
$2200 would consider trading intermediate glider in good condition phone
Alistar (02) 3896591 AH
Moyes Mars 190 (Nov) Red LE, white
MS, very good cond, very low hrs $1200
also
Moyes Mars 190 (Nov) Green LE, yellow & white MS, v. low hrs, v. good
condo $1200, helmet included with a
glider also
Dart Harness suit 6'-6'1" as new, light
blue with stripes $400 phone Alex (02)
5682694 BH or (02) 5695761 AH
Cocoon Harness suit approx. 170cm
or 5'7" pilot; excellent condition as only
flown a few times; complete including
bag; rainbow stripes. Bargain at only
$150 phone Wesley (02) 594023
Foil 150B Kevlar Racer (Int) White
skrim LE, turquoise US, orange strip on
TE plus spares $2100 also
Foil 160B Racer (Int) $1700 phone
Peter (02) 9180773
Sabre 165 (Int) Surfcote, speedbar,
good condition, f1ys well, $800, phone
(062) 901368 ask for John
Realistic CB Radio TRC-216 40 channel brand new plus extras, hand held
mic $200 also
Wings hand fairings brand new (used
once) $20 phone Terry (049) 633268
Gyro 180 (Nov) Rainbow top suface &
red LE plus PA cocoon $1400 ono also
Paraglider New Wave 250E $1000 also
Paraglider Elite 28 High performance,
4 flights LD 5.8: 1, sink rate 1.5 M/S,
variable pitch control, great all -round
chute for the more advanced pilot. Clip
in weight 65-95kg $1700 contact Brett
Wright (02) 9741158

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Swift 170 (Int) Features Foil outboard
LE tubes & ball tips, sleeved keel, rear
wires mount through keel pocket, inner
& outer LE sleeves, very clean sail. Superior performance & handling over
standard model. Ex-instructors glider,
maintained as new for tandem training
at Stanwell. Black LE, brown/yellow
MS, $700. Currently hangared in
Adelaid. Can deliver to east coast, inspect by appointment (08) 2728404
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(Owner will be in Adelaide over Xmas if
test flight required) .
Minimum Power Set with solo engine
to be mounted on almost any glider.
Brand new from Germany, complete
with all accessories, $3500 inspect in
Adelaide or Sydney phone Tom (08)
2711337
Magic 111177 (Int) Low airtime, standard
red/white sail, excellent sink rate and
handling, good cond, $700 Ph Sue or
Colin (08) 2768593
White Swannee (How I luv ya!) GTR
World Beater (Int) Thoroughbred looking for new stable (hang on, she goes
fast!) $2500 ono delivered to your corral
pronto; it's a buckin' beauty Honcho,
Vert Ph Julius (08) 2611902 sunup to
sundown

cigarette chargers $20 also
Realistic 6 ch. SW hand held CB,
nicads, charger, mic, $100 phone Pat
(079) 724278
Vision 170 (Nov) Beginner to intermediate, 2 seasons old, very good condition, V.G., speed bar, dark blue LE,
light blue sail, mylar & kevlar TE, very
tight, flies well, $1600 ono phone (071)
941867 H, (071) 453199 BH, (018)
712340 Car
Aero 170 (Nov) Good condition, 14
months old, flies very well indeed, light
blue & lime green US, navy blue LE,
white sail $2000 phone Rolf (07)
3561546
Hummingbird vario & Thommen altimeter $160 phone Barry (07) 2035569

QUEENSLAND

WANTED Club constitution, please
write to Gladstone Hang Gliding Club,
Pat Purcell, Box 933 Gladstone 4680

Moyes 162 World Beater (Int) Red
dacron LE, orange & yellow US, excellent cond., less than one year old, will
freight. A steal at $2950 ono Ph Greg
(066) 280356 Byron Bay

Gyro 160 (Nov) Blue & Gold. In good
condition. $1000, phone Wendy (07)
2946439

Foil 170B Full Race (Int) 30 hrs young
like new, save heaps on new price,
black skrim LE, fluro orange US, white
MS, kevlar TE, fly like a bird, easy handling, bargain just $3300 also
GTR 162 Race (Int) 20 months old, red,
black, white, excell. condo with spare
upright, manual & batten profile. Perfect first performance glider at realistic
price $2000 and you're on your way also
GTR 162 (Int) 21/2 years old, gold &
white ex comp glider, flys very well,
needs a wash but the price beats them
all, just $800 complete also
Mars 150 (Nov) Little use & a great
colour scheme, pinks & mauves,
belongs to a fussy lady pilot who has
traded up $1250 also
Mig 165 (Int) NZ GTR copy, rainbow
US, very pretty glider, has VB, TE tensioner, flies fast, would suit first performance glider pilot, giving it away for
$600 phone Warwick (070) 537768. Will
trade Aero, Mission or Mars even an
Altec
WANTED Cocoon or Pod Harness to
suit 5'6" also to suit 6'
WANTED MARS 190 phone details to
Pat (079) 724278
Realistic 40 ch. car CB $65, battery
pack 12V to suit car CB $20 , car

Moyes GTR 151 WB (Int) Dark blue,
light blue, grey, white, ultraweave MS.
Fully optioned and faired, 10 months
old, immaculate cond, $3200 phone
Trevor Crane (066) 793404

VICTORIA
Trike single seater 277 Rotax motor,
excellent cond, $3500 ono phone Vince
(03) 5849758
Why settle for a Probe or GT when you
can have a GTR 162 VG? (Int) red, gold,
recent airframe overhaul + sail
retrimmed by Moyes, flies well, $800
also
Altair 165 (Nov) green, white, excellent
novice-intermed. glider, gd. condo $900
also
Bandit 180 (Nov) blue, orange, yellow
and Mega 2 170 (Nov) both in gd. cond,
excellent first gliders $400 each also
Mega 2 minus A-frame and divestick.
Can arrange fitment or make offer as is,
phone Rob (03) 4895182
Trike (with CAO 95.10AUF Data Package submitted for Legal Sale I) Swift
170, no flutters, heavily sleeved & a
strong undercarriage using Gyrocopter
tube throughout. Just re-bored Robin
250 with a full set of engine spares,
spare prop, ploy-V belt red rive, balloon
tyres. Perfect for the Novice Trike pilot,

& only $2500 complete with trailer, or
$2100 without, phone John (03)
5970527 for info pack
Skytech Flightdeck Instruments
speed bar mount with custom twin ball
clamps, cost $835, only 10 hours use,
sell $650, phone John (03) 3976033
Aero 170 (Nov) As new 1 hr air time,
white LE, yellow US, speed bar, $2500
also
Moyes Pods 1. All red, as new $400. 2.
White upper, black lower, as new $400
Towing bridle $40
Uniden 40 ch AM radio, gell cell battery
and battery charger $120 phone David
(057) 281748
Magic III 177 (Int) Less than 20 hrs
airtime, garaged for past 3 years, immaculate condition $1800 ono phone
Peter (03) 5555205 AH
GTR 162 Full Race (Int) Silver grey,
light blue, white. Well cared for glider,
$2000 phone Ian Haigh (03) 7493219
Dart Harness, Red, suit 6'2", head
angle adjustable, large storage areas,
radio grip, zip pockets for wallet,
camera, XC bag etc. Excellent condition, one season only, $380 Ph Don
(052) 214276.
Magic IV Race 166 (Int) Mylar LE, blue
US, white 4.8 oz dacron main. Full race

hardware, fairings, VG, pitchy, 2 spare
uprights, etc. 30 hrs airtime, excellent
condo Cost $3990 will part for $2990 or
nearest sane offer, Ph Ian O'Neil (03)
2337725.
TRIKE Jetwing ATU Demon 175 Wing,
single seat, 40 hrs TIT, 340 Kawaski 2:1
reduction, $3800 ono Ph Ballarat (053)
395331
WINCH Twin drum, running solid wire
(1.4mm), powered by Kawasaki 900,
fitted with tension gauges. All complete
on trailer, comes complete with motorbike, reflex pulley and 2 km of spare
wire. Great for those tail wind days or
for teaching. Will teach to operate, cost
$3500 to make, sell for $2800 ono
Foil 160B Racer (Int) In excellent cond,
only 20 hrs. Silver LE, mid blue and pink
US with red TE band, $800 cheaper than
new glider. Reluctant sale, $3100 Ph
Tony (060) 561654
Foil 160B Racer (Int) low hours, excellent condo includes spare down tube
$2195, phone (03) 5833280
Moyes Mars 150 (Nov) Blue LE, rainbow sail, ~ low airtime, great trim &
flight characteristics on a ridge & in
thermals. Excellent condo Batten
profile. Perfect for learners and/or petite
(or scrawny) pilots, $1250, phone Jane
(03) 5438022 BH or (03) 7585113 AH

ACT
Magic 111166 (Int) ex Pendry world winner, VB, sandwich, unstretched, new
side wires + spares, third in 1989 NZ
champs, very clean and extremely fast
$1400
Sabre 177 (Int) Good safe condo VB,
very fast, spares, won Cooplacurripa
1988 $500
UHF Handheld Electrophone TX475,
ex. condo + headset (microphone and
earphone) , PTI, car charger, 240V
charger, 3db aerial, std aerial, 2 cases,
16 months old, battery cared for, maximum of 50 charges (450 to go) $480
UHF Mobile Phillips FM320 + mag
aerial base, 5db aerial, yagl and leads,
fully portable and easily plugged Into
different cars $260. Radios together
$720. Owner going overseas, Richard
Parsons Ph (062) 886768 AH or 490452
BH

WEST AUSTRALIA
Foil 155 (Int) very few flying hours, in
good condo Spare upright, speed bar
and hand fairings. Pink LE and US on
white $1500 ono Ph Patrick (09)
2501467
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HANG GLIDING SCHOOL-STANWELL PARK
PO BOX 180, HELENSBURGH, N.S. W. AUSTRALIA. 2508 PHONE: (042) 942545

INSTRUCTION:

Lessons are available 7 days a week. We will tailor a training programme to your rate
of advancement, offering a progressive and balanced approach. We use all the best tools
available. These include modern gliders with safety wheels, ground simulator, a winch
towing system, radios and a tandem glider.

GLIDERS:

Aerial Technics are agents for both MOYES DELTA GLIDERS and ENTERPRISE
WINGS and have a full range of gliders both new and pre-flown. - so for a test fly, a great
deal and back-up service, give us a call.

ACCESSORIES:

We also have a full range of accessories and spares in stock, from harnesses (X-ACT and
POD), parachutes, Ball varios, steel carabiners, books, hand fairings and hang loops to
uprights and safety pins. We also repack parachutes.

Whether it's helping you to fly, or providing you with gliders and accessories contact Chris Boyce on (042) 942 545.
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HERE'S WHAT THEY'RE SAYING ABOUT
THE NEW

• HERBY KUHR

FOIL 152C

"The turning sink rate and glide are significantly superior to the Racer series. "
\

.WILLI MUELLER
J

.SHANE DUNCAN

.RICK DUNCAN

• PHIL FLENTJE
•

GARY HAZEL

"The glider gave me the competitive
edge I needed to win the Canadian
Nationals. "
" At Eungella I noticed that we could
bank it up and core the lift more easily.
The other pilots seemed to be having
trouble in the turbulence."
"Over the last few years competition
hang gliding has required us to sacrifice
handling for performance. The 152 has
both. "
"It's a howler"
" It's the best glider I've ever flown"

NEED WE SAY MORE?

FOIL RACER 152C IS CURRENTLY UNDERGOING GUTESIEGAL

